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ABSTRACT
We investigated the athermal high-pressure behavior of the structural properties of MgSiO3 low
clinoenstatite using the plane wave pseudopotential method within the local density approximation.
The experimental zero pressure structure and pressure variations of the lattice parameters were
reasonably well reproduced. The calculated atomic positions vary slightly and monotonically with
pressure. Our results showed that MgO6 octahedra are three times more compressible than SiO4
tetrahedra, consistent with the general observation that the SiO4 tetrahedra are nearly incompressible in silicates. Mg2O6 octahedra (the larger of two Mg sites) remain most distorted over the pressure regime studied while Mg1O6 octahedra and both types of SiO4 tetrahedra show similar level of
distortions. The tetrahedral chain angles were shown to slightly vary with pressure indicating that
the structure under compression always remains highly distorted away from the ideal close-packing
of O atoms.

INTRODUCTION
The polymorphs of MgSiO3 are generally considered as
important consituents of the Earth’s mantle. Low clinoenstatite
is the stable phase at ambient pressure and temperature. It undergoes a reversible phase transition to high clinoenstatite between 5.3 and 8.0 GPa (Angel et al. 1992) whereas it transforms
to orthoenstatite above 600 °C (Pacalo and Gasparik 1990).
The atomic positions of low clinoenstatite were determined
experimentally at ambient conditions (Ohashi 1984), but only
lattice parameters were measured as a function of pressure to
as high as 7 GPa by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (Angel
and Hugh-Jones 1994). Therefore, a detail analysis of internal
compression mechanisms that generally involve significant
changes in bond-lengths and angles is still not possible for this
mineral. Exploring its high pressure structural properties using
first principles quantum mechanical calculations is challenging due to the complexity of its large unit cell (containing 8
molecular units) and low symmetry (space group P21/c); there
are as many as 34 structural parameters that need to be specified for this mineral. Such self-consistent electronic calculations are completely independent of experiments and make no
assumptions to nature of bonding, shape of the charge density
and form of the interactions. The existing theoretical studies of
low clinoenstatite were based on the semi-empirical potential
model calculations (Matsui and Price 1992; Mendelssohn and
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Price 1997). Here, we report a first comprehensive investigation of the structural response to pressure of low clinoenstatite
over the range of 0 to 20 GPa within the framework of density
functional theory.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Full structural optimization of low clinoenstatite was performed as a function of pressure using damped molecular dynamics with variable cell shape (Wentzcovitch et al. 1993). This
technique was used to understand the compressive behavior
under pressure of other MgSiO3 polymorphs including high
clinoenstatite, ilmenite, and perovskite (Wentzcovitch et al.
1993, 1995; Karki et al. 2000a). Local density approximation
(LDA) was used with parameterization of Perdew and Zunger
(1981) for exchange-correlation. Norm-conserving
pseudopotentials with partial core corrections were generated
by using the method of Troullier-Martins (1991). The planewave cutoff energy of 80 Ry and Brillouin zone summation
over two special k-points generated by 2 × 2 × 2 grid of
Monkhorst and Pack (1976) ensured that the total energy and
stress were well converged. Further computational details, including those about pseudopotentials, used can be found in
Wentzcovitch et al. (1993, 1995).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Low clinoenstatite, as in other pyroxenes, is characterized
by the presence of single silicate tetrahedral chains that run
parallel to the z axis and form layers parallel to x axis (Griffin
1992, Putnis 1992). The tetrahedral layers are separated by the

